FOREWORD

Aston Martin and Airbus both create rare and exclusive products for personal travel, so we approach our collaboration with a shared passion and enthusiasm.

Luxurious experiences are always our benchmark. In creating the ACH130 Aston Martin edition, we were inspired by the similarities between the driver of DB11 and the pilot of the ACH130. In both cases you are in a luxury cocoon where you need to both stay alert and comfortable.

We are obsessive about beauty. The combination of our unrivalled craftspeople and our choice of refined materials makes the ACH130 Aston Martin edition a truly one-of-a-kind icon.

In short, this helicopter encapsulates the luxurious experience and all the quality materials of an Aston Martin in the air.

Marek Reichman,
EVP & Chief Creative Officer
COMBINE THE BEST

Freedom, whether by road or by air. An Aston Martin sports car promises the thrill of the open road. Now, that same exhilaration can be experienced with the true thoroughbred of the sky.
NOTHING BETTER THAN OPEN ROADS AND OPEN SKIES

The ACH130 Aston Martin Edition’s power margin and compact frame translate to a thrilling flight, without the restraints of terra firma. With a maximum of 347 nautical miles range and four hours endurance, the only question is, where to?
A 952 shp engine and a maximum cruise speed of 134 kts raise the ACH130 Aston Martin Edition to a separate level of performance, while selective interior design and lighting cloak the interior in subdued sound for an unparalleled flight.
With more than a century of experience in sports car design, Aston Martin now applies its aesthetic to the ACH130 Aston Martin Edition, offering an exclusive opportunity to sit behind the controls of one of the world’s great luxury brands.
AN ARTISTIC VISION OF LUXURY

Beauty is in every detail, drawn on the expertise of passionate specialists. Step into an interior designed by a team experienced in bringing luxury into every environment.
THE PERFECT COMBINATION

A sensual experience awaits with hand-tufted velvet carpet trimmed in saddled leather. Revel in the perfection of Pure Black ultra-suede paired with the softest leather in Ivory, Comorant, Oxford Tan and Pure Black.
Our eye and talent for design are complimented by the skills of our craftsmen and women, bringing to life the most beautiful icons.

HANDCRAFTED IN ENGLAND
A TOUCH OF BRITISH CLASS

The ACH130 Aston Martin Edition exemplifies the brand’s enduring appeal, with obsessive attention to detail to provide an interior replete with lush materials—the result of master craftsmanship and innovative design.
SUPPLE TEXTURES, STRIKING LOOK

Seven luxuriously upholstered seats bear the stamp of Aston Martin quality and elegance. Intricate details, space and comfort are married to create a sumptuous interior.
UNRIVALLED CRAFTSMANSHIP

The ACH130 Aston Martin Edition is a reflection of our obsession with indulgence and attention to detail.
Facing the sky, Skyfall Silver breathes the canopy. Reflecting the earth, Jet Black adorns the lower fuselage. In between, your choice of exterior livery comes in Stirling Green, Xenon Grey, Arizona and Ultramarine Black.
AN EYE FOR PERFECTION

The certainty of knowing your aircraft has been hand-painted, with the expertise and attention to detail Airbus technicians bring to each commission, each triumph of artistry.
The ACH130 Aston Martin Edition marries the design and craftsmanship of Aston Martin to the engineering and excellence of Airbus.
AN ICONIC EDITION

It is with the greatest pleasure that the team at Airbus Corporate Helicopters brings you this new edition to the ACH portfolio. In our commitment to elevating the ACH ownership experience, we were inspired by Aston Martin’s embodiment of luxury.

ACH exists solely to bring you the best-in-class products and a tailored finish for an exclusive ownership journey. Developing this aircraft with such a prestigious partner has enabled us to create an exciting fusion of two worlds, joining the timeless craftsmanship of the Aston Martin brand with the precision of Airbus engineering, for a uniquely ACH customer experience.